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World of Archangels is a spiritual masterpiece designed by Archangel Uriel that retraces the

self-realization process that allows you to interact with some of the most influential Beings in this

Universe. Regardless of who you are, where you come from or what you are doing, this book

contains Universal principles that will redefine your spiritual life. The book is filled with Enlightening

meditations, Ancient wisdom and uplifting stories of ethereal encounters with the other side.

Whether you are a beginner in this field or an old soul wiser than the day, World of Archangels will

help you achieve the next level of your spiritual journey.Throughout history we have been led to

believe that there were only 7 primary Chakras within the human body. There are in fact 12 Chakras

that act as representatives for the 12 Dimensions that make up our Universal learning environment.

World of Archangels delves quite heavily into each of the Dimensions that collectively became

known as Creator School. We are each of us developing souls that will one day achieve the 12th

Dimension and leave Creation as powerful Creators ourselves. The fundamentals of achieving such

a feat revolves around Unconditional Love and expressing ourselves within the extremely

heightened existence of Enlightenment. The Archangels are the Beings who convey these

teachings down in order to complete the cycle of learning. World of Archangels was written to simply

orchestrate such a Divine meeting; the rest is entirely up to Destiny.The book follows a

self-realization process that Archangel Uriel hand-crafted for the sole purpose of awakening souls.

Each chapter continues this powerful journey, where by the end of the book, descriptive meditations

upon activating and cleansing the Chakras, raising the vibration of the human body, communing

with ethereal Beings, psychic self defense, healing and the ability to understand Life beyond normal

human perception becomes available. With self-realization in mind, World of Archangels aims to

excel the spiritual aspirant onto a pathway of Enlightenment with dedicated meditations to empower

the human energetic body beyond the normal limitations.Here on Earth we may sometimes become

bogged down with all manner of disharmonies that cause us to be shackled into a physical life that

was effectively set up for us to fail at some point in time. Sometimes we cannot see the light at the

end of the tunnel and many times we may even feel burnt by Life itself for no other reason than for

the justification of karmic debt. It may be one of the greatest answers to know the meaning of your

life and to understand why you are even alive. To genuinely approach an Archangel; these answers

may very well be given to you. To live a fulfilling Life, to be free of limitations, to recognize the nature

of who you are and where you have come from; this is the result of becoming an awakened soul.
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I am completely blown away and I don't even know where to start with this review! Just wow after

finishing this book, it's kind of like sitting in an IMAX theater and taking a ride through the

Universe.The book starts with a story from the authors childhood, while he was watching his

spiritual master, when the master announces that he is about to pass away. What follows is a

heartfelt account of what initially pushed him into his spiritual journey. We then get introduced to the

12 Dimensions of the Universe and how the human body actually has 12 Chakras that coincide. I

have only ever been taught there were 7 Chakras so this part really started tying everything in for

me. By the middle of the book things really start revving up as the Archangels get involved and we

go through detailed meditations upon activating our Chakras, communing with ethereal beings,

psychic self defense; all jam packed with these amazing stories of the author meeting the

Archangels and Ascended Masters all over the place. By the end of the book we can start to piece

together this powerful notion of Enlightenment and how we can achieve it.The Pros:- Hands down

the most fascinating part for me were all these ethereal encounters with Archangel Uriel that swept

me up into his world every step of the way.- I don't want to spoil the storyline for you, but there is

this thrilling story in the psychic self defense chapter that had me glued to the book. I couldn't get



enough of it!- Well written, easy to follow, concise wording, stunning visuals in the stories.- More in

depth than just about any other spiritual book I have picked up.The Cons:- Don't let the second

chapter fool you. As soon as Archangel Uriel gets involved the book goes into hyperdrive.
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